City of Troy Downtown Revitalization Committee
Local Planning Committee Meeting Four
May 16, 2022
5:00 to 8:00 PM (Virtual on Zoom and In Person at EOC)
RECORDED
The Downtown Revitalization Initiative (DRI) Local Planning Commission (LPC) Meeting #4 provided an
opportunity to evaluate the eligible projects submitted through the City of Troy DRI Open Call for Projects. HR&A
made opening remarks and reviewed the code of conduct with LPC members. LPC members broke out into four
groups to discuss and evaluate the merit of project proposals based on the established DRI criteria.
LPC CO-CHAIRS PRESENT
 Mayor Patrick Madden – Mayor, City of Troy
 Roger A. Ramsammy, Ph.D. – President, Hudson Valley Community College with Suzanne Kalkbrenner
LPC MEMBERS PRESENT

LPC MEMBERS PRESENT

 Chuck Conroy – South Troy Resident Osgood
Neighborhood Association
 Elizabeth Reiss – Arts Center of the Capital
Region and Troy Cultural Alliance
 Geoff Brault – Downtown Troy BID
 Heidi Knoblauch –SUNY Albany
 Alejandro Griffiths-Diaz– Small Business Owner










Lee McElroy - RPI
Steve Flenory – WB Games
Tabitha Dunn – Unity House
Tom Hulihan – Troy Housing Authority
Zack Metzger – Troy Farmers Market
Emily Menn – Troy City Council Member
Kate Manley, RCRCC
Kim Fredericks, The Sage Colleges

STATE PARTNERS PRESENT








Lesley Zlatev– Revitalization Specialist, NYS DOS Planning & Community Infrastructure
Mike Yevoli - Regional Director, Empire State Development
Joe Landy – Empire State Development
Darren Scott– Director of Development, NYS Homes and Community Renewal
Crystal Loffler– President of Community Renewal, NYS Homes and Community Renewal
Samuel Parker– Capital Region Representative, NYS Executive Chamber (Governor’s Office)

HR&A CONSULTING TEAM MEMBERS PRESENT









Bret Nolan Collazzi, HR&A
Christiana Whitcomb, HR&A
Ariel Dames-Podell, HR&A
Anna Gallicchio, HR&A
Jonie Fu, Fu Wilmers Design
Patricia McKee, Fu Wilmers Design
Margaret Irwin, River Street Planning
Christina Snyder, River Street Planning

CITY OF TROY STAFF PRESENT

 Steve Strichman, Commissioner of Planning and
Development
 Dylan Turek, Director of Economic Development

Meeting Notes:
HR&A made opening remarks, reviewing logistics and meeting ground rules, and reading the conflict of interest. Several
LPC members identified conflicts of interests regarding involvement on submitted projects (Zach Petersen, Mayor
Patrick Madden, Kate Manley, Liz Reiss, Chuck Conroy, Tom Hulihan, Kim Taylor, Emily Menn). Members with conflicts
were reminded to recuse themselves from discussing and voting on projects with which they were related, aside from
answering technical questions about the projects. Members of public will have an opportunity at the end of the meeting
to make comments.
HR&A provided an update on upcoming timeline for DRI events:
 Aiming for draft Strategic Investment Plan to State by end of June.
 Working with project sponsors to adjust projects to increase their eligibility.
 Tonight, is about discussing whether or not the projects will have impact and meet DRI goals and begin process
of initial prioritization.
 LPC members will be asked to identify highest priority projects as well as those that should not move forward.
 Public meeting on May 23rd where projects will be shared, and public will have a chance to offer feedback on
their priorities.
 Consultant team developing profiles and working with sponsors.
 LPC will be asked to develop final project list on June 9 meeting. Final adjustments will be made then LPC will
make final vote. Emphasized importance of next meetings for narrowing down the project list.
 June 25 Open House for public to review final project list.
 Tables will be held at farmers market and LPC members will be asked to sign up to staff this (Saturday, May 21).
HR&A reviewed upcoming community meeting on May 23 (6-8pm)
 Board displayed for each project and public will be asked to indicate their priorities.
 Hybrid meeting.
 Requested that LPC members assist with outreach and reach out to stakeholders.
HR&A provided overview of LPC role in evaluating projects:
 Evaluate each project within project prioritization framework: 1) is the project DRI eligible and ready, 2) is the
funding need substantiated? 30 Does the project address DRI goals and vision and does its impact justify funding
request, 4) Is there community support? And 5) How could proposed projects have greater impact and/or
complement one another?
 Narrow the project list. Currently 19 eligible projects. Role of LPC is to recommend $12-16M worth of projects to
state.
HR&A reviewed project sites and groupings:
 Map that shows proposed project sites and DRI category groupings.
HR&A identified objectives of today’s discussion:
 HR&A to share updated findings.
 LPC shares ideas to strengthen proposals, raise questions and identify high and low priority projects.
 Small breakout sessions to discuss projects that are eligible and feasible, projects where either eligibility of
feasibility is in questions, and to share priorities.
HR&A reviewed the consultant team’s initial screening of projects:
 13 projects eligible, 4 projects likely eligible, 7 projects in question (See presentation for specific projects). For
those that are likely eligible but high priority will entail further work with sponsors to ensure these are ready
and fully feasible for State funding.
 Projects categorized by themes (DRI goals): Quality public spaces and street life, housing and neighborhood
services, walkable downtown and year-round destination.

Breakout Groups:
The online and in-person attendees broke out into groups to discuss the projects, with three in person conversations
and one online.

Overarching Priorities and Takeaways:









While there are priorities, LPC members are seeking to give money to people who can complete projects. Also
projects that can leverage capital and connect neighborhood throughout the DRI.
High priority: CEO, Capital Roots, Projects along waterfront to connect DT.
Not high priority: Trojan Hotel, Cannon Restoration
Further Information Needed: Riverwalk Marina North and Congress Street Bridge. Priorities however concerns
over implementation.
Overall the public wants to invest in visibly transformative projects.
There is interest in projects that are public spaces or serve a public benefit (free for all to enjoy).
There are questions over the final evaluation and voting next steps, including how the State will vote on
projects.
Question: Prioritization of Destination Assets: Should funding be distributed among assets, or be focused on
high need projects? What are the highest priorities?
o DRI should be large impactful projects. Cluett and Library not large and impactful even though very
good. Potentially pick one resource to invest in if we want to have large impact. DRI should be
transformative and leverage private dollars. Splitting the smaller amounts among three projects and
having none of them able to complete a full project is not transformative.
o However- Even if subtle, profound impact at Library (service to residents) – those spaces become
unusable during heat waves. Strong tourists draw for all with low asks. Not physically dramatic but
economically and in serving DT residents and history tourism it represents impactful dollars. Can’t
have all these assets closed because they didn’t have HVAC.
 Music Hub first phase is to do HVAC work for them as well (AARPA funding).
o There may be risks with optics. Will residents feel that the DRI is not representative of the entire
downtown or the entire city?

Group 1 (Led by Christiana Whitcomb in person, HR&A):









Taylor Apts Phase I – This is a project with transformational impact because of both it’s location and the
number of affordable units planned.
o This is an example of a “gateway project”—sends an important message about how we show our city.
o Could this project move forward with less DRI funding?
Trojan Hotel – The group expressed concerns about public funds being used for a primarily private benefit,
given the low level of affordability offered through this project.
Downtown Riverwalk/Wayfinding – Liz Reiss – would like to see the consolidation and realignment of
existing signs as a condition of this project receiving DRI funding. Issues with too much and confusing
signage across the city.
The Cannon Restoration – One potential benefit of this project is the management of flooding at the ground
floor level, which affects the commercial tenants surrounding this building. Would like confirmation that the
sidewalk infrastructure improvements would be part of the scope.
o Is there potential for this project to be funded through other sources?
Riverwalk Mural Program – An important way to tie together other investments. Liz Reiss – other funders
want to see local contributions.
Marina North Riverwalk – The City should capitalize on the riverfront access, and that should be a focus of
the DRI.
o In particular, north central Troy would gain river access, which sends an important signal about public
investment in this neighborhood. Important for addressing disparate access to open space.













Troy Waterfront Farmer’s Market – Importance of the Farmer’s Market to Troy’s identify and economy.
o Concern from members that the cost estimates might not be realistic – this should be a priority for
third party cost estimators.
Capital Roots – Is this project realistic with the overall timing of construction?
o Confirm that total funding is needed.
Troy Public Library – Important institution for Troy.
o What are the other funding sources available?
o Are they intending to stay in this building indefinitely?
o Can this break ground in 2 years?
CEO Community Resource Center Bridge – This is another investment in a community that has been underinvested in by the City. An important outdoor asset for this neighborhood.
o Are the cost estimates capturing all of the costs?
American Theatre – Interested in learning if American Theatre can do any additional fundraising to cover
some of the gap, given that they are already receiving $1 million in ARPA funds.
Hart Cluett Museum – Important institution that has few other funding options.
o What is the timing of the Community Partnership Grant? If they don’t get this, will the project be in
jeopardy?
o Is there potential for ESD funding because it will help preserve their collections?
Downtown Troy Façade Improvement Fund – What will the criteria be for the selection committee to
allocate funds? Would this apply to residential buildings, or only commercial?
Troy Music Hub – Interested to see if this can be broken down further into a more approachable project that
is achievable in the timeframe.
Bargain Block – What is the anti-displacement strategy for this neighborhood? Concerned with using public
funding to contribute to ongoing gentrification in north central Troy.

Group 2 (Led by Ariel Dames-Podell in person, HR&A):


















Taylor Apartments: Overall interest in this project, especially as it serves a southern gateway. Curious about the
funding sources and the most updated timeline.
Congress St Bridge: Seen as completely transformational for the city and for the waterfront lots, publicly visible
and sets the ground for additional projects.
Trojan Hotel: Wanted to confirm developers were local, noted it is an important block.
Wayfinding: A ton of support, curious about the cost justification, does this set up a future more digital
wayfinding? Are there connections or possible overlaps with this and the mural program?
Cannon Restoration: Could this be done in phases? Either just the roof or the façade?
Marina North Riverwalk: More design requested in terms of what the space would feel like, important to
increase riverfront access, helps with Troy’s identity.
Farmers Market: There is an uneasiness to funding something without knowing the owner.
Capital Roots: Not completely “public” but serves as a job creator.
CEO: The group liked that this was a visible improvement, investing in North Central.
American Theater: Can they also include community theatre or public programming? Catalytic potential, high
capacity developer, question over the status of ownership, will this plus ARPA be too much?
MSQ: Both really like the current design and they feel there is a need to develop the site.
Geothermal: Harder sell to the public as the benefits are long term and hard to define, however if this is a state
priority it could position Troy as a green energy leader.
Façade Program: Visibly transformative, works well in other communities.
Rare Form: Really like the job creation aspect, unsure about timing, unsure if it will look bad to give it to a larger
brewery rather than a more local company.
Bargain Grocery: Want to confirm it is actually happening, otherwise a large priority.
Rock Gym: Not a priority.
Bargain Block Residential: The group did not like the affordability level.

Group 3 Project Notes (Online):


Taylor Apts Phase I – Comprehensive redevelopment of sites. Phase 1 develops 141 units. Affected by
Congress Bridge ramps. Most substantial affordable housing contribution.
o **Follow up with information on mortgage status and what public engagement has been to date.
o Do people support this as high priority?
 General agreement expressed with this as a high priority.
o Concerns over the security of funding. Demolition funding will be provided through ARPA.
o Heidi – Conversation at Planning Board meeting concern was expressed about height of the new
project. Has there been any resolution on this?
 Emily – Project was approved as proposed by Planning. Concerns mitigated by comparing to
other buildings in neighborhood and complied with current zoning.
o Anna – All project profiles share financial sources and uses and have been shared with LPC members.
For Taylor Apts most funding secured. Height was increased to meet affordability units requirements.
o Kim – Huge priority but disappointed in amount of outreach to people who would be affected by this.
What is the impact of this to them? Need to protect vulnerable.
 Emily – Equally vulnerable population with subsidized housing. Has been significant amount
of outreach through planning department, as well as public comment opportunity through
Housing Authority and at Planning Meeting.



Congress Street Bridge Ramp Reconfiguration – Location currently has 2 off ramps and cannot drive north/
south in this area by Taylor Apts. Very connected to the Taylor Apts project – they need ramps removed.
Reconnecting River Street and creating new 4 lane intersection at bridge to replace off ramps. Walkable
component.
**General sentiment that the project was a priority, but funding seems tentative at best. Great potential but
funding currently is not present.
o
o

o

Project could be phased with 1) focusing on intersection and 2) creating pedestrian portion of bridge.
Emily – Some funding was earmarked by US Senator but infrastructure bill fell apart. State would have
to cover that gap or realistically won’t move forward. To what degree do we want to invest in more
planning studies?
Heidi likes the project but also has concern about feasibility without funding secured. Want to fund
things that are doable rather than just have potential.
 Lee – Priority but funding seems nebulous. Meets visions but without secure funding hard to
move it as priority.
 Steve – Agree – lines up perfectly with goals and accessibility significant in Troy. But decision
must be made by June so bottom of the list based on timeline.



Trojan Rising – Renovation of Trojan Hotel into 20-28 apartments.
o **Agreement from other LPC members. Low priority, suggest finding alternative funding sources.
o Darren (NY STATE)– This is a priority but looking to add other funding sources. High rents for small
units and structurally difficult site.
o LPC Members stated it is a difficult project in a difficult building, that has been vacant for years. Private
development, no private-public partnership and should resolve with bank first. Question whether it
can be executed and don’t see it as a priority.



Riverwalk Branding & Wayfinding
o **Group agreed it is important. Low cost for high impact. Will drive economic development.
o Significant amount of outreach has been conducted. The project could be funded in phases if the LPC
only wants to fund a portion.
o Heidi – Important and at core of what the DRI is. Will clean up haphazard wayfinding in Troy. City
planning for this for a long time so should be able to execute it.

o
o
o

Lee – Worth the investment based on amount of research already completed.
Emily – Already seeing economic impact of docks, riverwalk and this will enhance those. Inexpensive.
Steve – Agrees – smaller investments for something with big impact.



The Cannon Restoration
o *** LPC Members expressed concerns that other state and federal funding sources had not been
pursued first. Unsure on major revitalization benefits.
o HRA some concerns about demonstrated financial need.
o Emily – Given historic nature of building they should be able to access state and federal tax credits –
would like to see these avenues exhausted first.



Riverfront Mural Program – Create murals in and around Riverwalk – revitalizing public spaces and bringing
public art to light through 7 murals. Mural selection would be part of program.
***LPC members expressed support for the low cost, high impact project. Expressed interest in covering
the full amount of the project.
o Have executed projects in past and can get started quickly.
o Heidi – Important project with low cost for impact it will have. Can we make it easier to achieve and
fund entire amount and suggest 100,000 matching campaign?
o Emily – Complements riverwalk wayfinding and connects downtown to north central, which is historic
gap caused by urban renewal and redlining. This project reconnects city and essentially could start
work immediately. Easy lift and proven organization. Could fund full $300K.
o Steve – Agrees. Driving through Philly saw how it adds cultural and character. Funding total project
costs seems worth it.
o Tabitha – Agreed. Existing murals bring light and life to city – the more the better. Increased
connectivity.



Riverwalk Marina North – Revised application that was originally 2 projects now combined into one.
Extends Riverwalk north to Jay Street from Hoosick Street Bridge. Brings tourists, residents along riverfront
with access to north central DT and creating open space. Would eventually connect to riverfront
entertainment complex.
***Broad support from LPC members, however interested in HR&A’s opinion on feasibility with the DRI.
LPC members expressed the importance of connection to the North Central neighborhood and the
walkability and bikeability. LPC interested in their plans to move forward.
o Steve – Could anything happen between now and final recommendation that would boost this
project?
 Emily – Walkability and bikeability connection point. Food security projects are just past this
and this helps that connection to new grocery stores. Is City willing to bond or approve
funding needed?
 Heidi – Talking to LDC, Steve, etc. Need better feel for funding secured and what human
resources are on this plan?



Troy Waterfront Farmers Market Atrium Improvements – Rehabilitate atrium as year-round/winter home
for FM. Demolition and new construction and rehab of public space. Complex location and parcel around
atrium will be developed as well. Would allow FM a more permanent home.
**The Farmer’s Market is a priority for the LPC, but need more information on execution plan. Currently
seems high risk, between the messy deed and execution concerns. HR&A’s cost estimator should look to
see if actually feasible.
o M. Yevoli – Recaptured money from Farmers Market. Bryce’s project is questionable re: feasibility.
o LPC Member concerns: Renovations needed, roof is a mess – doesn’t seem achievable. Liability risk
of current building. Execution issue. Creating kitchen space is another animal. City owns part of
building and Bryce owns all surrounding? Messy deed – how will this work in sync?
o FM one of our best assets and public year-round space important. FM is renter not owner so how
can FM do this if they don’t own property?



Capital Roots – A net zero greenhouse facility to support job readiness programs – based on Curtis Project.
Kitchen, market, food hub and skills training.
**LPC members agreed this was a priority, good for the City and proven track record of fund raising.
o $700K gap – goal is to have a capital campaign to secure funding.
 Emily – Great project, but how will they raise the rest of the money? What if they don’t?
 Heidi – Good track record of raising money.
 M. Yevoli (State)– Always funding gaps. They have proven track record of raising the funds.
 Wil fund grants, fee for service and private donations.
o Fantastic organization with good track record (Steve, Alejandro).



Troy Public Main Library Indoor Air Quality System – Improving ventilation/HVAC system. No cooling so
difficult to use building in summer. Request is almost the full cost of project.
***LPC Members support the Library, but concerns over implementation, benefits and if the library is
committed to staying in that location. Be clear this is for residents of Troy but not an attraction –
livability bucket.
 LPC seeking answers to the questions of the Library’s commitment to downtown, and why
the sponsor was selected as the library and not the Friends of TPL.
 If these questions are answered, would the LPC be willing to increase funding?



CEO Community Resources Center Bridge – Pursuing addition that creates indoor programming space. DRI
would provide outdoor structure to host events and additional services. This and greenhouse among
projects that are most about creating access to services in North Central Troy.
***LPC Members support funding the final piece of work for the program.
o Emily – Organization has great proven track record. Bridge between DT and other parts of
disconnected DT. Provides residential amenities to support an emerging area.



American Theater – Non-profit performing arts organization with experience doing historic preservation
projects – Restore theater to original use as arts venue. Currently not used for this purpose.
***LPC Members agreed this project was a priority.
o $1M ARPA funding and DRI will be last capital. Most funding secured.



Hart Cluett Museum Accessibility Improvements – Preservation of historic documents. HVAC system not up
to par for preserving assets. Replace HVAC and increase deck space to increase programming. Concern
around conservation of County documents.
***LPC members support the project, would like further information on what the funding strategy will be if
outstanding grant applications do not come through.

Eligible Projects, Feasibility Concerns (Online Group)


Monument Square Civic Plaza – Project is now encompassing full scope to include Hoboken site (ground level
retail and housing). Working with City to gain full understanding of sources and uses. Fairly significant funding
gap still. How much of a priority for LPC? Is funding at full $4M comfortable? Fund just a portion?
***Highest Priority, since it is a hole in the downtown fabric. Significant increases in feasibility are needed
before funding of the project. LPC members interested in additional options to move forward with at least
portions of the project.
o Heidi – Platform on which vertical construction can be built – lower levels need to be parking due to
flooding. Very comfortable with this; that leveling has to happen no matter what. Hoboken very
committed. Because it is a small site – there is no brownfield or historic tax credits. This is the moment
for this site. Question on if the project needs to be scaled back.
o Michael Y (State)– Conversations with City and additional funding gaps and subsequent meetings with
Hoboken with significant funding gaps. Disconnect between operating proformas and questions whether

o
o
o
o

it can be executed. Low feasibility. Need more information to be sure it’s feasible. 125 parking spaces,
108 or more will be leased to Hoboken.
Emily – Giant gaping hole in DT for a decade. Liability risk. Need more information as it’s very complex.
Kim – A lot of input to Hoboken about mixed use since they will control it. Haven’t settled on any public
good. Not clear if funding would be enough. Need more understanding for such a huge project.
Anna – Noted $64M includes Hoboken and entire plaza.
HRA – Will be working on determining best course of action to ensure there is a win for this site.



District Geothermal (under Riverfront Park?) Closely linked with 1MS. In conversations with City – Examining
moving forward without district geothermal and find other sources for this. Can’t get conventional loan because
it’s new technology. Having users ready to go makes it financeable. If just 1MSQ the math doesn’t work on the
loan. Need more than 1MSQ to be off takers. To be connected with 1MSQ, DRI funding is necessary. Is this a
priority?
***LPC members agreed that if the project was separate from 1MSQ it would be a high priority. However, if it
will impact moving forward with 1MSQ it is less of a priority.
o LPC Member Thoughts: Could be economic driver but not clear. If this is weak link have no problem
pulling it but preference is to have pieces work together. Aligns with many DRI and state goals. Like solar
panels on water in Cohoes – innovative. Hits state goals.
 For 9% cost it hits a lot of goals but more complex when connected to other projects. Leverage
public $ to attract private investment – this would attract private investment for 1MSq but if it’s
not financially feasible then this is less necessary.
o Difficult to spend 1/10th DRI on district geothermal in 1MSQ area.



Downtown Troy Façade Improvement Revolving Loan Fund – Grant with goal to enhance appearance and
strengthen downtown tourism. Joint partnership between the LDC and BID.



Rare Form Brewing – Bring full brewing operation to 1 MSQ with test kitchen, provides local new employer.
Very tied to timing of 1MSQ so may or may not be shovel ready within 2 years.
o ***Not a priority for the LPC at this location. Potential for other funding sources and support the
business, possibility for other capital sources through NYSERDA and SBA to do the buildout.

Eligibility in Question (Online Group):
General Notes:
Troy Music Hub (Troy Savings Bank Music Hall) Concern is funding gap and they lost their partner so does the timing
make sense. Possibility of doing just one of the phases. Is this a priority and should HR&A continue to work with Music
Hall to find additional funding sources?
 ***Supportive of the asset for Troy, however the gap in funding is concerning for LPC members. Potential to
supply greater funding for the project.
Bargain Block Projects
 Timing Concern – Haven’t seen construction plan. DRI announcement likely in November – would timing work out
with this?
 Rock Gym – Timing issue as they want to open by next Spring.
 Multifamily and Senior Housing – working with affordable housing developer and planning for 5% affordable
units. What level of affordability would the LPC really want to push for?
 Affordability requirements are up to the LPC.
o Emily – Comfortable with 5% affordability because vouchers can be used anywhere, and we have
significant amount subsidized on riverfront. This is strong option or expanding tax base.

SUMMARY OF PRIORITIES:





General support for waterfront projects and projects that are feasible/can execute: Taylor Apts, Riverwalk
Branding (low cost big impact), Riverfront Mural (low cost high impact), Capital Roots, CEO Resources Ctr
Bridge, American Theater
Follow up needed:
o Monument Square: Need more information as it’s very complex. One of most important projects.
o Taylor Apts: Priority. What is mortgage status and public outreach to date?
o Riverwalk Marina: Important but is it feasible?
o Congress St. Bridge: Priority but concern about funding.
o Farmers Market is priority but need information on execution plan – seems high risk.
o Public Library – Support but are they committed to remain DT?
o Hart Cluett – Support but what if the Community Partnership grant falls through?
o Troy Music Hall – Conversation about this v. library v. Cluett. Splitting the smaller amounts among
three projects and having none of them able to complete a full project Is not transformative. Ask them
if they would like more money as we are concerned about them raising the rest.
o District Geothermal - ? Closely linked to MSQ and concern about having users ready to go.
Low priority: Trojan Rising, Cannon Restoration, Rare Form Brewing

DRI should be transformative and leverage private dollars. Splitting the smaller amounts among three projects and
having none of them able to complete a full project Is not transformative.

WHOLE GROUP








Breakout groups reported back:
o Online group (see above)
o Group 2: Bret – DRI is milestone for Troy and projects should be transformative and have clear physical
impact: Monument Sq if pieces can come together, Riverwalk expansion and Taylor Apts.
o New activity drivers that bring people DT: American Theater, Music Hub, (Trojan Hotel if feasible),
branding and wayfinding.
o Opposite side is supporting institutions and businesses that make Troy Troy: Non profits, CEO, FM,
library, Hart Cluett Etc.
Group 3 (Christiana) – Similar thoughts regarding investing in long time Troy institutions who have few options,
(Hart Cluett), American Theater is it too much if already have ARPA funds; Similar conversation about
improving the message sent to people coming in through Taylor, Riverwalk. Investing in places that have been
disinvested in or neglected. CEO, Riverwalk in particular (access), Taylor Apts providing real affordable housing.
Was public funding the important key versus private funding (Liz) – wanting clarity around some projects that
felt like benefit was more privately founded than publicly. Purpose of public funding v private investment.
Group 4 (Ariel): Similar re: funding sources. Visible transformation MSQ, etc. Coalesced around ones that
maximize Troy character – riverfront. Miles of walkable Hudson Riverfront we gave weight to. Important that
projects we support can be enjoyed and utilized by people regardless of money – access to all. Murals, CEO,
library etc. weighted heavily because accessible.
o Also discussed prioritizing projects that have the most visible impact and could possible have the most
catalytic potential. What sets up Troy for future success?
Consider project groupings – projects that together impact an area in tandem. For example, restoration of DT
buildings may have synergy.

Public Comment
 No public comments
Next Steps
 HRA will follow up with a survey for voting on projects.
 Will make sure forms they have (scorecards) are a fillable pdf and distribute this Tuesday morning. (Fill out
public support and project impacts sections). Fillable online version that they can email back.
 Will share results with LPC.
 Community workshop Monday, May 23 and public can weigh in on priorities. Will then continue with updated
project profiles and obtaining more information from project sponsors.
 Saturday, May 21 at Farmers Market from 9am-2pm and looking for volunteers.

